somebody’s going to do
take this away & there’s
it as soon as possible.”

everything will remain

age = 45
sexual orientation = gay
relationship status = in a
relationship, soon to be married

favorite pet = every one I’ve ever
owned

JT You started the town clerk job on New
Year’s Eve. You’re sitting in a seat that is probably one of the most interesting places to be
a s far as the whole national gay marriage
issue. This is the vortex where more than likely more people will come to get married than
any other town in the United States in less
than three months. How’s it all feel to you?

housing = own
philosophy = it‘s great to be here
see me as = competent, for starters
hero(ine)(s) = Mother Teresa
owe thanks to = m y partner Ed
who made me who I am today

reading = in the middle
Of Middlesex
music = too varied to mention
most important = t o feel good
1 5 03
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DJ: I think it’s a very exciting time. This
would be a great job to have anyway, but
when you add the layer of same sex marriage
& t h e historical significance & just the fact
that we can actually issue marriage licenses
to two men, to two women, that adds a layer
of excitement that really makes this job exciting & something I want to come to every day.
I don’t know who thinks that we’re the vortex. That might be more the press than anything else. I guess everybody needs a focal
point. The exciting part about this ruling is
that anybody can get married in any town or

as we are to see this thing passed & actually
happen. We only issued 30 marriage licenses
last year, so we're going to see an increase
no matter what, &that's exciting. I had no
idea of the level of interest from the country
& other countries & how this is going to
affect Provincetown. I came into the job not
realizing just how huge an issue this was for
the rest of the country. That was a surprise.
J T Did you ever think you'd see this day?
DJ: Never. Did you? It was so out of the
realm of possibility for me that I never considered it. In the background, of course, the buzz
the last couple of years was marriage rights,
& I was thinking, 'Well, that's nice. I don't
think I’ll ever see it in my lifetime.' I've been
with someone for so long now anyway, it
feels like we've been married so what difference would it possibly make to me? I never

first time = summer '78
living full time = since '93
places lived = I
volunteerism = Aids support Group
of Cape Cod [ASGCCI, UU Meeting
House Bingo, Carrie A. Seaman Animal
Shelter [CASASI & others

favorite place = Herring Cove
Beach by Wood End Light

hot issue= for the time being, it’s
same sex marriage
most want to interview = the guy
who was running the Sandpiper my
first summer in '78; I wish I knew his
name or whereabouts*

continued from pg 7

1913 law

+
cannon ball
over the ship of state
JT: Let's talk about the 1913 law in
Massachusetts that says a clerk can't issue a
license if the license wouldn't be valid in the
state where the people are from. We've had
a very interesting opinion from town counsel
lately. Tell us what the clerks in the
Commonwealth tried to do to get the state to
say something & then where we're @ as far
as the town.
DJ: Provincetown isn't alone in this. A lot of
town & city clerks are getting questions from
people from out of state wanting to know if
they can get married here. That's been happening ever since the Goodridge decision
came down in November. On my first day I
got three calls from people, two from
Connecticut. I remember them well because I
had nothing to tell them @ that point in time.
The law certainly wasn't designed in 1913 to
keep same sex couples from getting married,
but now it's proving to be an interesting sticking point in levying fines against town clerks,
or imprisonment, if we should do SO knowingly or with intent.
Things have gotten so muddied lately with
what's happening in San Francisco & Oregon
& New York state actually saying that they'll
recognize same sex marriages even though
it's illegal in New York. There's no way that
I'm going to be able to keep track of all the
things that are going on. So we're really
putting the onus back onto the couple getting
married & saying, 'If you sign the affirmation
that currently exists on the filing intention
form that you're not aware of any legal
impediments & that you’re aware of the ramifications of that statement there's a potential
fine for that or your marriage may be invalidated by the Department of Public Health when
we file the document we're not going to
look beyond that.' We don't look beyond it
now, so we're treating same sex couples the
way we treat heterosexual couples. In fact, if
a man & a woman signed the forms & they
have different names, we wouldn't even
know if they were brother & sister. We would
issue them the marriage license. It's against
the law to marry your brother or your sister in
this state, but we don't play detectives, so
we're not going to play detective for same
sex couples.

We're treating everyone the same, but we do
want to make sure that couples from another
state are aware of what they are signing.
That's our obligation as town clerks to do that.
So that's what we intend to do, &that's what
town counsel has actually informed us we can
do.
The selectmen issued a bold policy statement
[directing the town clerk to issue marriage
licenses to persons who complete the affirmationstatement]. It really did shoot a cannon ball over the. ship of state because the
governor's office called the very next morning
to say that they will have guidelines out. But
they never sent any. They contacted our town
counsel. Things may change, but if things
remain the same that's what we're going to
be doing.

great place for a wedding

+

make sure
you have enough
JT: Provincetown. Nice place for a wedding?
Why? Or why not?
DJ: It’s a great place for a wedding. Just look Q
the scenery! The physical beauty makes it a
wonderful place to honeymoon. You can get
married & honeymoon all in one place in the
summer with the nightlife &the varied activities.
Or in the winter if you really want the traditional
type of honeymoon where you never leave your
room; you've got the quietness &the storms.
What keeps me here is what brought me here
in the first place: the beauty. I actually had my
honeymoon in Provincetown in 1979, never
thinking we would get married.
JT It's like having dessert first when you have a
meal. Have the honeymoon first, get married
later.
DJ: Smarterthat way, actually. @ least you
know what you're getting into.
JT I love the quote I read from [town tourism
director] Patricia Fitzpatrick in a recent article
where she said the wonderful thing about getting married in Provincetown, whether it's a gay
or straight marriage, is that you're going to get
applauded by the public in the street. That's gay
& straight people, all ages. There's a wonderful
sense of acceptance.
DJ: We all feel it when we're here. I don't want
to say anything goes, because that has a totally
different kind of connotation, but continuedonpg 10
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TOWN CLERK: MARRIAGE S . O . S .
Be a part of history. Volunteer to help regiscouples for marriage. M o n d a y May 17 is
the big d a y . Provincetown ‘first landing
place of the Pilgrims’ soon will be among
the first places in America where same s e x
couples will tic able to marry with full state
ct
t at
Id t
Ma f ow e t
denizens think of that?

Our town c l e r k c a n ’ t do it a l l : w i l l you h e l p
him out? Contact Doug J o h n s t o n e a t
508 487.7013 ( f a x 508.387.9560 or

&SimonHomes

PTOWN PARTIES

Dave Schumacher & Simon Homes
508.487.6450
Fax: 508.487.6451
ptownparties.com

event planning & catering

Ptown Parties
owners David
Shermacher and
Simon Homes
grew up in different parts of the
world. David was
born in Kansas
City; Simon was
born in Zimbabwe
and grew up in South
Africa. Both of their
homelands have particularly tasty cuisine,
from the ribs of KC to
the babootie of Cape
Town. Today they combine their international
culinary tastes into a one-stopbusiness that is
capable of taking care of an entire wedding (or
any other big event).
Metaphysical synchronicity was at work the day
that David and Simon met at a 1998 "orphans"
Thanksgiving in Kansas City. David ran a catering and event planning business there; he and
his friends would invite everyone they knew
who didn't have a place to share the bounties of
the Thanksgiving table, and Simon showed up.
David had been doing large corporate events
with a flair that definitely tilted toward the
fabulous. "I had live tigers in the Ritz Carlton.
I had a howitzer in the ballroom for a sales
meeting with a world war two theme
'Storming the Beaches'." When the economy
took a downward turn," events became
'meat and potatoes' affairs."
David had vacationed in Provincetown before he
met Simon, and as their romance grew David
and his friends stimulated his travel appetite
without providing details. That summer, they
arrived mid-week, dropped their bags at the inn,
and met a friend at the Boatslip tea dance.
Simon walked to the railing and gazed at the
horizon. Ten minutes later, David walked up to
him, and Simon asked, "Can we live here
someday?" David smiled. "We sure can."
They continued to visit Provincetown, became
friends with locals, and began to observe something. David says, "We'd notice at a cocktail
14
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reception that
the hosts were
doing evelything themselves. They'd
spend a whole
day organizing
the party. So
we asked
them, would
you prefer to.
have a full service caterer
with everything
ready so you
could enjoy the
day, go to the
beach, rest up,
and have a
great party?’
The answer
was obvious.
Now in its third season, Ptown Parties does it all
for YOU and handles even/ part Of a function:
ground transport, invitations, lodging, party locations. The food is beautiful. The "Blossom" is
a specialty of the house, a huge flower composed of greens and sauces; it’s an edible
Georgia O’Keefeconstruction.
When asked to identify their favorite food spot
in the world, David chooses New Zealand for
the native down home hospitality. "It was amazing. We'd stop at gas stations in the middle of
nowhere with four or five houses, picture perfect. Every gas station had local homemade
pies: fruit pies, meat pies, you name it, we ate
it. And there are many Asian chefs there; they
make great padthat.” Simon loves Braziliancuisine: “good fresh food, lots of flavor."

As for America's recent same sex marriage
debate, Simon recalls watching a Carol Burnett
show with David in which Vincent Price read a
speech that Abraham Lincoln made as a candidate. "He never said anything about race, but
he said that all men should have equal rights,
and you could have said it today." He is proud of
the fact when the apartheid era ended in South
Africa, the country's new leaders spent years
studying the constitutions of other countries
before creating a document that is one of six in
the world that specifically cites sexual orientation as worthy of equal rights. Although America
is not in the forefront of this civil rights movement, he is happy to live in Provincetown: "You
can be as you are and it's not held against you.
We love it here."
Oh yes, David and Simon had their commitment
ceremony here in Provincetown on
Thanksgiving 2002. They're home.

THE
PROVINCETOWN
FLORIST
136 Bradford St.
503.487.2047
800.272.7679
provincetownflorist.com

Provincetown Florist
co-owners Maghi
Geary and Laura
Darsch met at a
Teaneck, New Jersey
Halloween party in the

Everything fell into place like clockwork.
Our New Jersey house sold immediately,
the flower shop business that I'd had for
eleven years sold immediately, this opportunity to buy a Provincetown flower shop
opened up, and we found a home. It was
magic."
Maghi has had a lifelong love affair with
flowers. "I made my first flower arrangements at the age of five by stealing all the
daffodils in my next door neighbors' yards.
I just wanted to have all the flowers, so I
made all kinds of vases filled with them
and put them all around my playroom. I
don't know what happened to the flowers,
but I know what happened to my fanny!"
Maghi was undaunted, and flowers
remained her passion. Even when she
went to college to study psychology she
worked her way through school by working in flower shops.

mid-'80s. Laura was a Playboy bunny, and
Maghi was a native American. About fifteen
years ago, she told Laura that she wanted
Massachusetts license plates for her next
birthday because she had fallen in love with
Provincetown on vacation and wanted to
move here.
Maghi remembers, "We came looking to buy
a business and the realtor happened to mention that there was a flower shop for sale.

Assuming that the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court does not stay its
ruling (as a result of the legislature's passage
of a constitutional amendment on March 29)
and same sex marriages indeed blossom into
reality, "1'11 be delirious, because I’ll be able to
participate in a lot of people's most memorable days, and a lot of my friends will be able
to tie the knot. I've been telling friends and
customers, 'Look, we don't know if these are
really going to be weddings or not' and they
say, 'That's okay. We're going to do some-
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thing anyhow.'"

found the unusual for her."

Of course, Maghi has created beautiful floral
arrangements for commitment and union ceremonies in Provincetown for years, but the
coming days are, after all, history in the
making. "It's fun. Everybody is excited. It's a
big thing especially for us gay people. People
have different ideas, and I love working with
that. I've had people plan luau ceremonies
who want gold dust and white orchids on the
table. I'm able to satisfy my creative urges,
which I can't generally do when people want
only de rigueur flowers. For weddings and
commitment ceremonies, I'm able to get a
feel for the people when I meet them and
really do more unusual and hopefully artistic
creations."

Maghi is grateful for just about everything that
surrounds her. "I'm blessed with good help,
like Kim Oliver, a local woman whose family is
from here. I think I am more fortunate than
damn near anybody I know because I love my
job. I love my product. I adore my customers.
And I can take my dogs to work. I'm a lucky
human being."
What about that magic she felt when she and
Laura moved here 15 years ago? “I still feel
that way about P r o v i n c e t o w n . ”

Maghi remembers the most unusual flower
she ever ordered. "It was a specific orchid for
a local woman's 50th birthday. It was one very
expensive and gorgeous flower from Holland.
She wanted something very unusual, so I

are placed in each room. Complimentary full
concierge service handles all tho particulars.
Wedding and other groups often choose to
rent the entire Benchmark Central building
with its seven rooms and penthouses, which
includes a large cathedral ceiling common
room, a spa and sauna room, and direct
access to an outdoor heated pool that is open
from May through October.
It's perfect.

its former glory as a Greek revival style captain's house whose roots go back to the
1850s. Then he bought the adjacent property
and worked the same magic. Now,
Benchmark Inn & Central is known for the
amazing number of amenities and careful
attention to all the wonderful details that
make a stay a memorable experience. Most
rooms have fireplaces; many have a personal
Jacuzzi. Terry cloth robes and fresh flowers

Life

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST
MEETING HOUSE OF
provincetown

PO Box 817
508.487.9344
fax 508.487.6713
info@uumh.org
uumh.org
The Reverend Alison Hyder
came to Provincetown after a
social work career in Baltimore.
Ordained in 1997, she has been
Provincetown's UU minister
since September 1999. She's a
renaissancewoman who paints and enjoys performing
Broadway songs
among other pursuits. Her easygoing nature and
subtle humor help
to steer couples
through the marriage ceremony
creation journey.
What's a wedding
anyway? Alison
says, "At it's
most basic it's a
public acknowledgement of a
private commitment to a loving relationship, a
romantic partnership. It wasn’t always romance,
but these days it's a reasonably accurate term,
unless you're Britney Spears or Donald Trump."
Provincetown's UU congregation is a stalwart
group. "One of the things that attracted me to
this congregation is that it is so much a part of
the community and has been so important in
addressing its needs both spiritually and practically.
Why get married in this particular UU? "It's a
gorgeous structure. It has the weight of tradition
and dignity and history behind it, as well as the
backing of the entire North American UU
denomination. We voted to support legalization
of same gender marriage several years ago and
have been doing same sex ceremonies for more
than 20 years. The UU church has stood for justice. It has stood for community outreach and
action and compassion for years. That means a
lot to me."
"One of the advantages of doing a wedding at
the Meeting House is that we really help to cre-
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ate a ceremony that it tailored to each specific
relationship's spiritual and religious content and
other particulars."
Alison has officiated at about 30 ceremonies a
year, mostly lesbian commitments.About ten
percent are straight marriages, and some are
straight commitment ceremonies. "There is no
difference. I approach all of them exactly the
same." The reverend has seen a recent upswing
in communications from male couples.
Relationshipterminology is getting more interesting. “I’ve had gay couples use 'wife and wife'
as in 'I now pronounce you wife and wife.' I generally use the term 'married couple' and even
straight couples don't always want 'husband and
wife' but straight couples don't generally say
'partners for eternity'!
Final advice? "Go to our website first, because
that has a lot of information on it!

SONG OF MYSELF STUDIO
349 Commercial St. Provincetown
508.487.5736
www.songofmyself.com
After 15 years as a commercial photographer in
Los Angeles, Brad Fowler and his partner Tony
moved to Provincetown where Brad opened
Song of Myself Studio in
1996. Since then, thousands of visitors, residents, celebrities, and
dogs have benefitedfrom
his artist's eye and his
ease with the ever-changing technological world of
photography.
"This business is all about
providing people with really good pictures of themselves.'' Shooting on location in the midst of wedding celebrations poses
an extra challenge: “I don't have complete control! In portrait sessions people are here
because they want to make a picture. At weddings they have another thing going on, like getting married and eating and being with friends."
His advice: "The best way to go is to do some
pre-wedding pictures because that allows for
the focus to be on the happy couple."
Brad uses digital cameras and provides color
and black &white photos on a dvd for the couples' use. He'll make beautiful prints too; he
personally creates all black & white enlargements with archival acid-free watercolor paper
that will last a lifetime.

Same Sex Marriage:
The View from Europe
As a University of Massachusetts foreign
exchange student at Vesalius College in
Brussels, I have been able to watch America's
same sex marriage debate from an interesting
perspective. My position in the political capital
of Europe has enabled many a gratifying query
into the legality of the question while the setting of an international college allows students
from around Europe and a variety of other
countries to discuss the developments with a
mixture of amusement and incredulity.
Observing it all from this side of the Atlantic,
one of the most interesting personalities to
emerge from the midst of the commotion is
San Francisco's new mayor Gavin Newsom,
who at age 36 is a rather average young
Democrat by national standards: a well-off,
fourth generation San Franciscan whose career
has been largely defined by his fight against the
increasingly problematic issues of urban squalor
and homelessness. Despite a relatively routine
and somewhat mundane political career, just 42
days into his new job Newsom found himself at
the center of what has quickly become a controversy of national electoral proportions.
As he listened to President Bush's State of the
Union address in January, Newsom realized
that "this was not the world that I grew up
aspiring to live in, that [Bush] was talking
about. I just found some of the words quite

By Aaron Wodin-Schwartz

divisive." Newsom reviewed the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court's 2003
Goodridgedecision in which the Court ruled
that a ban on same sex marriage is both
undemocratic and unlawful and ordered the
state legislature to allow such weddings by
May 17 of this year. He examined civil union
arrangements in a variety of other states,
notably Vermont, Hawaii and Alaska. Then the
newly appointed mayor opened city hall for
business to homosexual couples seeking legal
marriage.
Naturally, several conservative groups quickly
banded together to protest the legality of
such a move, since California's constitution
specifies that marriage is the union of a man
and a woman. Yet several judges have so far
rejected immediate injunctions, opting instead
for a fair hearing in which the mayor's office
will be given the chance to back up its
actions. The legal justification for the city's
position is, of course, that the California constitution grants equality and freedom under
the law: a fundamental principle that trumps
any contrary restriction. Thus, any statute limiting the financial and psychological benefits
associated with marriage to a certain portion
of the population is inherently discriminatory
and unconstitutional.
Meanwhile, the rest of the industrialized

world has been far less shocked by the recent
developments in California and Massachusetts
than it has been by the morally motivated political counter-reaction of conservative groups
nationwide and even by Bush himself, who on
February 24th gave his unconditional endorsement for a constitutional amendment banning
same sex marriage. In Europe, there is some
thing of a general consensus that the legal ability of gays and lesbians to wed represents a
basic and inalienable human right. The
European Court of Justice has ruled that
denying marriage licenses to homosexuals
is discriminatory and theoretically illegal
by European Union standards. Perhaps
more significantly, and in anticipation of the
largest ever enlargement of the European
Union scheduled for May 1 of this year, the
European Parliament recently passed a resolution "strongly recommend[ing]that current and
potential member nations grant same sex couples rights that are equivalent to those of opposite sex couples, and to ensure equal rights to
GLBTs [gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and transsexuals] in general."
Such a resolution may not even be necessary
for many EU nations. In April 2001 the
Netherlands became the first country in Europe
to offer full civil marriage to same sex couples;
marriage licenses have been offered since
December 19, 2000. After the Netherlands
action, Belgium (and the Canadian provinces of
Ontario and British Columbia) quickly followed
suit with similar legislation. Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Greenland (the autonomous region
of Denmark), Iceland, Norway, and Sweden all
offer registered partnerships providing many of
the benefits and responsibilities of marriage,
although the area of child adoption in particular
still lags in many cases. Even in principally
Catholic and conservative countries there are
programs providing legal and financial benefits
for dedicated same sex couples. For example,
France's 'civil solidarity pacts' offer some of
the tax, welfare, health benefits, and inheritance rights offered by full legal wedlock.
These decisions have not gone unopposed in
Europe. With the possible exception of registered domestic partnerships, which are largely
symbolic and also apply to cohabitating heterosexual couples, most legislation has been
passed only after vanquishing conservative
opposition similar to that now arising in the
United States. However, the overriding necessity of adjusting to social evolution and corresponding civil needs within many European
nations has led to the ultimate passage of such
equitable and progressive legislation.
In university communities, there seems to be
quite a bit of support for egalitarian marriage
laws. Even many of the increasingly rare selfLife In

described 'homophobic' students realize that
allowing same sex marriage in no way threatens the manner in which they live their lives. It
does indeed seem more than a little ironic that
many of the same people who complain of the
breakdown of the family unit in the United
States also support a ban on marriage licenses.
The structure of the institution of the family
has morphed from that of the 1950s Leave it
to Beavertype ideal an image that actually
only existed for a brief period of about twenty
years anyway and a variety of civil institutions
have arisen to accommodate these changing
social patterns. A ban on same sex marriages,
however, would seem to further undermine the
traditional family structure by encouraging couples to pursue their relationship outside of conventional channels and thereby establish the
norm of non-marriage as a basis for committed
coupleship. Furthermore, as eloquently related
by a recent study conducted by the Institute for
Gay and Lesbian Strategic Studies at the
University of Massachusettsat Amherst, allowing same sex weddings would actually save
the institution of family for those children
raised by homosexual parents (an estimated
8,000 children in Massachusetts)and grant
them the same financial benefits awarded to
children of married heterosexual couples.
My final thought on the entire matter is best
summed up by my Polish friend Piotr.While discussing the issue of gay marriage and the general ambivalence toward such a notion even
within his Catholic homeland, Piotr expressed a
bit of confusion over the recent U.S. controversy by asking: "If America is the land of democracy, freedom, and equality under law, then
how can these people possibly justify, particularly in these modern times, discriminating significant portions of the US demography based
solely on their individual sexual orientation?"
The answer is, of course, that there is no legal
validation for such a policy. The long-held moral
convictions that have prevented legal recognition of a different but equally legitimate and loving commitment are destined to erode by the
day as political pioneers in Massachusetts, San
Francisco, and an increasing number of
Americans from a broad spectrum of geopolitical areas continue their quest for democratic
equality and marital f r e e d o m .

In the midst of the words and
actions within life’s rituals,
music dances and swirls
around us. When two people
unite in a loving partnership,
they have the opportunity to
choose their own soundtrack
as thoughtfully as they do
flowers, favors, food, family
and friends. Although some
are comfortable with traditional
wedding music, many couples
take the time to think about
the sounds they want to
accompany this important
event in their lives.
Dozens of musicians who live in the
Provincetown area have a lot of experience in
creating the power, beauty, and magic of
melody and rhythm in commitment ceremonies. Our music community includes classically trained pianists and organists, vocalists, drummers, chamber groups, instrumentalists and composers. If you are planning a
special ceremony in Provincetown, treat yourself to music planned and created just for the
two of you.

